Goats.
Perched perilously on craggy mountain rocks, steps the brave mountain goat. Mountain goats are great climbers. They are curious and intelligent creatures that love to explore.

They are awesome rock hopping jumpers – and – they even climb trees!
Domesticated goats live on farms. They produce milk, butter and yummy goat’s cheese. Goats have coarse hair, short, bushy tails, horns and little goatee beards.

Did you know that goats’ eyes have horizontal pupils? They are different from your pupils, which are round. Or a cat’s pupils, which are vertical.

A male goat is called a buck or billy. Females are called does. And baby goats are called kids.

Goats bleat to say hello! Baaahhh!
Can you bleat like a goat? Baaahhh!
Very good!

Kilde: All Things Animal TV
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=96LRW_knWMU